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Bumpy Fins
One day, a biologist named Frank Fish strolled through a Boston gi
shop. He spotted a small statue of a humpback whale. Fish stopped to
examine the whale’s �ns, which had strange, knobby bumps.

e bumps, called tubercles, made no sense to him. A whale’s �ippers
must glide through the water, just as an airplane’s wings glide through the
air. Wouldn’t smooth �ns be better? He decided to �nd out.



Fish teamed up with other scholars to perform tests. eir experiments
showed some fascinating results. e tubercles, they found, help humpbacks
catch tiny �sh.

A humpback whale is the size of a school bus. Its only hope of catching
fast little �sh is with sharp, sudden turns. Tubercles make those turns
possible. A humpback’s �ippers channel water as smooth �ns never could.

Better Blades
Today, Frank Fish is president of a company called WhalePower. His
company designs more efficient blades for products like ceiling fans and
boat propellers. When someone �nds a better way to do something, it’s
called innovation.

In 2018, Fish and his WhalePower coworkers received an honor. ey
were named �nalists for the European Inventor Award. eir invention: a
new blade for wind turbines.

Around the world, wind farms provide clean energy. e United States
already has more than 60,000 wind turbines. Roughly 3,000 new turbines are
built each year. e WhalePower blade will make them more efficient. It can
help wind farms produce up to 20 percent more electricity.

When innovators borrow ideas from nature, it’s called biomimicry. (Bio
means “life” and mimic means “to copy.”) e WhalePower team used
biomimicry for their turbine blade. ey copied the shape of humpback
�ippers.

Whales evolved from much smaller land animals. As they moved into
the water, their bodies adapted to swimming. Legs became �ippers. ey
grew a thick layer of fat, called blubber, to stay warm. With plenty of food
and less gravity, whales reached tremendous sizes.

We are only beginning to understand the importance of whales in
nature, and in biomimicry.



FUN FACT
Want to know a whale’s age? Check its

earwax. Scientists count the bands of earwax
to estimate a whale’s age. It’s a lot like

counting a tree’s rings.
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